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WNLO-TV. Bellsouth: WVUE and WIVB. *laszN{ gp wnlo Fees. Fax. *laszN{ gp wnlo About Us. WNLO is run by the Roaring Fork Broadcasting Company. Through our combined efforts,
we aim to provide an exciting outlet for Western New Yorkers and expose a broad audience to the great things the community has to offer. *laszN{ gp wnlo About WNLO. WNLO-TV is a
CW Plus affiliate owned by the Roaring Fork Broadcasting Company, LLC. We provide Western New Yorkers with an outlet for their news and information needs, and we expose
audiences to the great things the community has to offer. wnlo Roaring Fork Broadcasting Company roaringforkbc. net en wnlo, digital television channel 23, is a CW-affiliated
television station that is licensed to Hartford, New York, and serves the western quadrant of the Greater Capital District. The station is owned by Roaring Fork Broadcasting Company, a
privately held company based in Adamsville, New York that also owns radio stations in New York and Wisconsin. WNLO is the flagship television station of The CW's Western New York
service and had been the area's primary affiliate since the network launched in 2006. *laszN{ gp wnlo WNLO is owned by Roaring Fork Broadcasting Company, which also owns the
following radio stations: WYCN (1350 AM, simulcast on translator W237BL at 99.5 MHz), and WFNY-FM (90.7 FM, simulcast on W264EQ at 90.3 MHz). As of January 1, 2014, Roaring
Fork Broadcasting has also assumed ownership of the television stations of sister company Valley-based Telescan Cablevision (Telescan's stations were acquired from Optimum
Solutions' cable unit, Optimum Media, as part of a $1.7 billion deal in 2008). *laszN{ gp wnlo WNLO began broadcasting on January 1, 2007, the same day as the debut of The CW in the
Buffalo market. As a satellite of WIVB, WNLO maintains an affiliation with the network, through then-owner Local TV. Two other area stations, WUTV and WNYX, also maintain
affiliations with The CW. WNLO is an affiliate of movies from Entertainment Studios, and of select
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